The Asianist orator Hortensius Hortalus is a partial model for Horace's critique of Lucilius in his début collection Satires 1. Much mileage is derived from the metaphor of Lucilius as a "muddy river." The appearances of Hortensius, a wealthy lover of luxury and innovator in dining habits, in Varro's De Re Rustica 3, Cicero's Brutus (where, recently deceased, he is especially memorialized) and Orator, and Catullus 65 are grist to Horace's mill. Lucilius is tendentiously linked to Asianism as well as Asia itself, and the identification is pursued through recall of Lucilius' own statements, as Horace toys with Republican texts.
INTRODUCTION
It Is entIrely typIcal of analyses of Roman verse satire that they begin with Quintilian's famous statement, "satire at least is entirely ours" (satura quidem tota nostra est, Inst. 10.1.93).
1 That pride in the autochthonous origin of this genre is complicated by derivations of its literary tradition from various Greek sources, most notably (and explicitly, at Hor. Sat. 1.4.1) the Old Comedians.
2 In this article, I draw together for the first time several historical and topographical strands that affect our first extant complete book of satire, Horace's Satires 1. The argument primarily treats the intersection between the contests of rhetorical theory and the appraisal of poetry. I suggest that the literary critical aspects of Horace's Satires 1 (published c. 35 b.c.e.) owe a certain debt, so far understudied, to (among other earlier Roman Republican texts) Cicero's Brutus of c. 46 b.c.e., in that Gaius Lucilius (180-103/2 b.c.e.), Horace's 3 See Kronenberg 2009, 73-129 . Freudenberg 2013 is a good entrée to the difficult subject of the relationship between Varro's Menippean Satires and Horace's Satires; perhaps especially relevant for this argument is the analysis of the Cynic flavor Varro's Menippeans might lend to Sat. 1.1 (311-13). 4 Translations of Lucilius are from Warmington 1938 , of Cicero's Brutus and Orator from Hendrickson and Hubbell 1939, of Horace Satires 1 from Brown 1993 , and in the case of Varro De Re Rustica 3 from Hooper and Ash 1934 , sometimes with light edits. Others are mine. 5 Gowers 2012, 157 : "alludes most obviously to Callimachus' tirade against the muddy Euphrates versus the pure spring."
Varro, whose De Re Rustica contains satiric elements, 3 and Catullus the Neoteric poet. Looming large also is the unmentionable champion of the Republic, Cicero, in his incarnation as a rhetorical theorist and literary historian. The thread which connects the texts I treat is the idea that Horace, via Hortensius as he appeared for and in Cicero, Catullus, and Varro, propagated a "Lucilius" on whom he, Horace, was an improvement, one who did not quite "belong," with the implicit contrast being that Horace himself did indeed belong: to Rome, to Italy, to the right side of history.
MUDDY WATERS AND MODELS
The argument depends on Horace's infamous description of the style of Lucilius (Sat. 1.4.7-11):
facetus, emunctae naris, durus componere uersus: nam fuit hoc uitiosus: in hora saepe ducentos, ut magnum, uersus dictabat stans pede in uno; cum flueret lutulentus, erat quod tollere uelles.
He was witty, with an acute nose, but rough in composing his verses. For in this he was at fault: as a big deal, he would often dictate two hundred verses in an hour, as a matter of course [lit. standing on one leg.] When he flowed muddily along, there was stuff you would want to remove. 4 Talking about a muddy river in Roman poetry is well known to have a Callimachean aspect. The key passage, as should be familiar, is at the end of the Hellenistic poet's Hymn to : 6 See, e.g., Strabo 16.1.9: "The country is intersected by many rivers, the largest of which are the Euphrates and the Tigris: next to the Indian rivers, the rivers in the southern parts of Asia are said to hold the second place." 7 The latter is a marked locus, generally seen as an allusion to Callimachus' mention of the Euphrates six lines from the end of his Hymn to Apollo since Scodel and Thomas 1984. 8 See Edwell 2013 on the status of the Euphrates as an Asian border. 9 Freudenburg 1993, 158-62 , notes that the allusion is "a sensible claim considering the closeness of the parallel" (158). Heslin 2011 documents a coterie of poets playing games with faux-geographical names in a fashion similar to the techniques posited here, with Horace on the receiving end (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) . 10 Piscinarii are criticized by Cicero in a series of letters to Atticus (who is friends with them): Att. 1.18.6, 1.19.6, 1.20.3 , and 2.1.7. In the last he "waxes satirical" (Dyck 2008, 160) about how the "leading men think they can reach heaven (se caelum attingere) if there are bearded mullets in their ponds that come to their hands (sc. for food)." It may be a stretch, but I would love to see this as a reminiscence of Lucilius' Lupus ("sea-bass") on trial in heaven in his Book 1 Concilium deorum.
11 Varr. R.R. 3.2.17 features an Abuccius who wrote Luciliano charactere libelli ("little books in the Lucilian manner," cf. Svarlien 1989) , in the discussion of the profitability of Apollo drove away Envy with his foot and spoke like this: "Great is the stream of the Assyrian river, but it drags along much refuse of earth and a lot of scum in its water."
The big water body in Callimachus' telling, which carries all this trash, is an "Assyrian river" (which the scholiast identifies as the Euphrates), six lines from the end of the hymn. Is the Euphrates a river in Asia? Strabo thinks so. 6 Vergil in the Laudes Italiae ("Praise of Italy") in Georgics 2 says that Augustus is extremis Asiae iam uictor in oris, "now victor at the furthest borders of Asia" (2.171); six lines from the end of both Georgics 1 and 4 he is clearly on the Euphrates. 7 Cicero, who held a governorship in Cilicia, repeatedly refers to the threat of a Parthian invasion across the Euphrates, at least once in conjunction with the governor of Syria, "Bibulus in Asia" (Fam. 15.1.5).
8 All of this means that Horace, in comparing Lucilius to a muddy river, may want his readers to compare Lucilius to a specific Asian river, the slow-flowing Euphrates, filled with garbage.
9
There are other rivers in Horace's Satires 1-such as the Aufidus, which flows near Horace's hometown of Venusia, a "fierce torrent" that threatens to sweep away a man at 1.1.56-60-to which we shall return, so I want to keep the "Asian-ness" of the river on the backburner while I suggest another unstudied referent: Hortensius as piscinarius ("fishbreeder"). 10 A key text for my identification is Varro's De Re Rustica 3, which at its ending treats the cultivation of fish.
11 In one extract, the speaker is Axius, who is describing Hortensius' concern for tending his fishponds (R.R. 3.17.8-9):
smallholdings now that Rome is given to luxury, which motivates the subsequent theme; Lucullus' fishponds and peacock feature soon after, but this Varronian book is rarely mentioned in the same breath as Horace Satires 1: for instance, Brink 1963 passes over it entirely in his paper on Varronian and Horatian literary theory. Cucchiarelli 2001, 24, cites Varr. R.R. 3.3.10 , in commenting on Murena ("lamprey") and Capito ("mullet") at Hor. Sat. 1.5.38, as does Gowers 2012, 196 , but they go no further. Cf. Purcell 1995, 153 : "all of this sets us in the same sort of world as the satires of Horace and Persius."
12 While Kronenberg 2009, 128 , seems to be alone in ascribing this behavior to Hortensius rather than L. Lucullus, at the very least Hortensius strongly approves of the practice. It is unclear whether the moralizing comment immediately following this passage, that he "became so enthusiastic that he allowed the architect to spend money as if it were his own" (R.R. 3.17.9)-on which see Nelsestuen 2015, 210 , who reads it as a failure to reconcile pleasure and profit-is spoken by Axius of Lucullus (as Nelsestuen has it), by Hortensius of Lucullus, or by Axius of Hortensius. "And," he continued, "he was no less disturbed over his sick fish than he was over his ailing slaves. And so he was less careful to see that a sick slave did not drink cold water than that his fish should have fresh water to drink. In fact he used to say that Marcus Lucullus suffered from carelessness (incuria) in this respect, and he looked down on his ponds because they did not have suitable tidal-basins, and so, as the water became stagnant (reside aqua), his fish lived in unwholesome quarters; while, on the other hand, after Lucius Lucullus had cut through (perfodisset) a mountain near Naples and let a stream of sea-water into his ponds, so that they ebbed and flowed (qui reciproce fluerent ipsae), he had no need to yield to Neptune himself in matter of fishing-for he seemed, because of the hot weather, to have led his beloved fish into cooler places, just as the Apulian shepherds are wont to do when they lead their flocks along the cattle-trails into the Sabine hills."
Hortensius, in this account, casts an aspersion on Marcus Lucullus (here mentioned for the only time in Varro's De Re Rustica; cf. Guiraud 1997, 114) because his ponds are stagnant and unhealthy for his fish, unlike the ponds which are able to flow through clever engineering work. We can map Hortensius onto Horace's Satires 1.4, for Hortensius criticizing (Marcus) Lucullus is like Horace on Lucilius. Horace initially describes Lucilius as static, versifying while stans pede in uno ("standing on one leg," 1.4.10), and piger scribendi ferre laborem ("lazy to do the work of writing," 1.4.12). Thus, Lucilius is like the "careless" Marcus Lucullus' stagnant fishponds, in that he contains "stuff you would want to remove" (erat quod tollere uelles, 1.4.11)-which the other Lucullus (Lucius, Marcus' brother) had, when he had literally "dug up" the channel for the seawater to refill the pools. These preferable fishponds themselves "flow" with the tides, with the result that the fish can be driven like flocks.
12 It may be significant, too, that the shepherds in the simile are Apuli, since Horace identified as an Apulian (C. 3.4.9). 13 Hortensius is, in this conception, playing at pastoral, which Horace also employs at points in Satires 1, through his engagement with his friend Vergil's Eclogues.
14 Earlier on in Axius' description, Hortensius has been revealed to be like Horace in another way (R.R. 3.17.5-6):
Though our friend Quintus Hortensius had ponds built at great expense near Bauli, I was at his villa often enough to know that it was his custom always to send to Puteoli to buy fish for dinner. And it was not enough for him not to feed from his ponds-nay, he must feed his fish with his own hands; and he actually took more pains to keep his mullets from getting hungry than I do to keep my mules at Rosea from getting hungry, and indeed he furnished them nourishment in the way of both food and drink much more generously than I do in caring for my donkeys.
Hortensius does not cultivate the fish for profit, or even for consumption, but buys the fish that he serves at table, 15 just as Horace does not grow or farm but goes shopping: "I ask how much for greens and flour" (percontor quanti holus ac far, Sat. 1.6.112).
16
But Hortensius in De Re Rustica 3 is also, and perhaps more obviously, a Lucilian figure; he does more than foreshadow Horace's persona. For Hortensius is, like Lucilius, a landowner, who in Axius' comparison has higher things on the mind than mules 17 -as does Lucilius, or so Horace implies, for the inventor of satire, unlike Horace, "could be carried around his estates on a Satureian steed" (Satureiano uectari rura caballo, Sat. 1.6.59), whereas his more humble follower in the genre makes do with a mule to go to Tarentum (home of those Satureian steeds), if he so wishes (Sat. 1.6.105-6). And Hortensius is 18 Cf. Gowers 1993, 20: "Where Greece had scientific discoveries, Rome had culinary ones. " Nelsestuen 2015, 193 Arnott 2007, 136, 236. Plin. N.H. 10.43 notes the anthropomorphic vanity of the bird (see Lewis and Llewellyn-Jones 2017, 276) , which may match a Hortensian (Lucilian?) self-regard. 19 Horace does regularly depict Lucilius eating, though : Gowers 2012, 136; Anderson 1982 , 32-3. Goh 2018a questions the standard portrait of a sternly moralizing and abstemious Lucilius, with peacocks on the menu at 267-71. 20 332 Warmington = 304 Marx: hoc est cum psolocopumai ("that's when I'm hit with an erection"): see Gowers 2012 , 114, cf. Goh 2017 It is said that Quintus Hortensius was the first to serve these fowl; it was on the occasion of his election as augur, and the innovation was praised at that time rather by the luxurious than by those who were strict and virtuous.
While Horace says nothing, strictly speaking, about Lucilius' enjoyment of luxury, 19 it is noteworthy that peacocks are mentioned once in Satires 1. That is in Satires 1.2, the diatribe poem primarily about avoiding adultery (1.2.115-8):
num esuriens fastidis omnia praeter pauonem rhombumque? tument tibi cum inguina, num, si ancilla aut uerna est praesto puer, impetus in quem continuo fiat. malis tentigine rumpi?
When you're hungry, do you disdain everything but peacock and turbot? When your loins are swollen, if a maidservant or household slave-boy is on hand for an immediate attack, would you rather burst with lust?
The appearance of a peacock might make one think of Hortensius' introduction of the bird as a meal; tentigine rumpi in line 118 seems to render a Lucilian turn of phrase into Latin; 20 Hortensius was also notorious, with respect to matters of the heart, for having-after asking for the hand of the younger Cato's daughter in marriage-been offered and accepted 21 Plut. Cat. Min. 25 (marriage); 52.3-4 (Caesar's invective on Cato motivated by inheritance); Caes. 14 for Cato's hypocrisy, protesting marriages of alliance: see Hopkins 1983 , 87-8, cf. Fantham 2003 22 Gowers 2012, 98, with Cato's wife, Marcia, instead. 21 The ensuing scandal (which encompassed the now-wealthy Marcia's remarriage to Cato after Hortensius' death) sits well in the context of the satire because it serves both to justify the focus on avoiding married women, and to undercut the poem's moralizing position: the speaker has already used a Cato (probably the Censor) as a dispenser of praise to a young man outside a brothel, commending his choice in sexual relations with prostitutes, rather than married women (1.2.31-5). 22 In any case, the giving of advice by a father-figure again links Hortensius and Lucilius, for Hortensius was Cicero's spiritual father, as he had inducted Cicero into the college of augurs (in parentis eum loco colere debebam, "it was my duty to regard him as a father," Brut. 1), the occasion which, we remember, was in Hortensius' own case marked by the first peacock banquet; Lucilius is judged by Horace as his satiric father, and in both cases the child outdoes the parent.
23
Another way in which Hortensius resembles Horace's Lucilius is that Hortensius is made by Varro to provide a model or rival for Varro himself, in the description of keeping wild boar to fatten for market; 24 here Merula speaks first, then probably Axius (R.R. 3.13.1-3):
"For on the place that our friend Varro here bought from Marcus Pupius Piso near Tusculum, you saw wild boars and roes gather for food at the blowing of a horn at a regular time, when acorns were thrown from a platform above to the boars, and vetch or the like to the roes." "Why," said he, "I saw it carried out more in the Thracian fashion at Quintus Hortensius' place near Laurentum when I was there. For there was a forest that covered, he said, more than fifty iugera; it was enclosed with a wall and he called it, not a warren, but a game-preserve (non leporarium, sed therotrophium appellabat). In it was a high spot where was spread the table at which we 25 Coleman 1990, 67, merely calls it "a concession to practical considerations." 26 Green 1997, 440 , sees here a proof of the extent of Rome's empire, whereby Hortensius overrules foreign poetry in the service of the banquet and domesticates the hunt. "Thracian" is the secure emendation of Keil where the manuscripts present grave difficulties: Guiraud 1997, 94. 27 Larmour and Spencer 2007, 52 , identify the implications of the "raised position of the spectators" in creating an arena. Spencer 2010, 83 , notes "the frisson of danger" in this "Golden Age fantasy." Hortensius, like Lucilius (Hor. Sat. 1.10.20-1), has to do with Greek words in a Latin setting, as he prefers a Greek designation (therotrophium) to the Latin name (leporarium) for his game-preserve: see Nelsestuen 2015, 190 , on this "topos of Greek loanwords as a symptom of increased luxury," with more at 194-5; cf. Guiraud 1997, 95 , on this likely "pédantisme hellénisant d'Hortensius." were dining, to which he bade Orpheus be called. When he appeared with his robe and harp, and was bidden to sing, he blew a horn; whereupon there poured around us such a crowd of stags, boars, and other animals that it seemed to me to be no less attractive a sight than when the hunts of the aediles take place in the Circus Maximus without the African beasts."
Hortensius outdoes Varro with the spectacle of a banquet inside his animal enclosure, to which a "poet" Orpheus is introduced, to start the animals' feeding. It is interesting that at both Varro's and Hortensius' feeding times a horn is blown, but Hortensius is depicted as ordering a poet to do the job. That this poet doesn't actually declaim poetry is significant, 25 and may be a foreshadowing of Horace's claim that his poetry, like Lucilius', should not be called poetry (Sat. 1.4.39-62), but the presence of the poet allows Axius-or rather Varro-to call the operation "Thracian," because that was where Orpheus had soothed wild beasts.
26
Not only does the passage seem akin to Horace's satiric project (in which the excessive libertas of wild boar Lucilius is tamed for consumption in Horace's new-style sermones), but there are cultural identity dynamics at work too, because Hortensius' "Thracian" event is compared to the very Roman hunts of the aediles, in the Circus Maximus, without the foreign panthers (which is what is meant by "African beasts").
27 It is to a more detailed treatment of how such judgment of foreignness feeds into the identification between Hortensius and Lucilius that I now turn, and that requires a return to the river metaphor.
ASIANIST HORTENSIUS-AND LUCILIUS?
It is familiar that the brand of river imagery to which the description of Lucilius as lutulentus belongs is a staple of rhetorical theory, a staple whose IAN GOH 28 Cucchiarelli (2001, 50-1 esp. n.114 ) despatches the history of the trope, involving Cratinus, Aristophanes and Homer, with aplomb; see also Gowers' note (2012, 157) on lutulentus. Cucchiarelli 2001, 26-33 , well discusses the swamps of Hor. Sat. 1.5 as a reminiscence of Aristophanes' Frogs, and those too could be a version of the muddy river: Cucchiarelli links the swamp to Lucilius' "Journey to Sicily" at 58-60. For the Old Comedians Cratinus and Aristophanes engaging in poetic fights over drinking water or wine (Ar. Eq. 526-36, with Cratin. fr. 203), and for Cratinus' self-presentation as a torrential flow (fr. 198), with relevance to the contest of new versus old poetry, see Bakola 2010, 16-29. 29 There are many good scholarly treatments of the issue, starting with WilamowitzMöllendorf 1900, which include commentators on Dionysius of Halicarnassus, whom I do not treat because it would require detailed investigation of Horace's relationship with his work. For Atticism especially, see in English Bowersock 1979, especially 59-65; Wisse 1995; Connolly 2007 . 30 See Dugan 2005, 169-71 , for how the De Oratore ends with a prediction of Hortensius' future dominance of oratory, which only serves to redound to Cicero's even greater credit.
31 Steel 2007 , 244, developing Steel 2006 . The aim is to draw criticism away from Cicero, who had been accused of being an Asianist by the Atticists: see, e.g., Dyck 2008, 167-8. significance I press over its valid Homeric and Old Comic resonances.
28
Here we can invoke the opposition between two kinds of style, Atticist and Asianist.
29 This is a debate in rhetorical theory that does not feature in Cicero's dialogue, De Oratore, but is present in his later works on the same subject, the Orator and Brutus; this implies that it post-dates Lucilius (who is known personally to the dramatis personae of De Oratore).
30
Atticism is supposed to have been restrained and sober, indebted to Lysias, while Asianism was florid and ornamental, derived from Asian teachers of rhetoric. With lutulentus, then, Horace may burden Lucilius, compared to the Asian river Euphrates, with not knowing what to cut: his work carries the excess baggage of oriental fashion, with its implicit charge of not belonging. And this is where the idea of a river, as applied to Hortensius' speech, can fit: Cicero defines one kind of Asianist flavor in rhetoric in a discussion of his sometime rival whom he has supplanted as the premier orator at Rome (Brut. 325):
It is not so notable for its wealth of memorable phrases as for its speed and impetuosity, which is a general trait of Asia at the present, not only in the flow (flumine) of its speech, but also in the refined and delicate choice of words.
To be sure, "Cicero is adapting a definition of Asianism to fit Hortensius as well as possible."
31 Also, it may seem that the swiftness of the speech/ river, and the deliberate selection of vocabulary, are different from 32 It is relevant that Horace poses a rhetorical question of Lucilius: "Doesn't he laugh at lines of Ennius of inferior dignity?" (non ridet uersus Enni grauitate minores, 1.10.53). Perhaps Lucilius can be mocked for having inferior dignity when he criticized others for lacking dignity.
33 See Cuypers 2010, 328-30 , on the two kinds of Asianism just discussed: "The key similarity is that they are both extreme and therefore bad" (329). For appreciation of style such as Asianism in the ears of the beholder, see Cic. Orat. 71 with Garcea and Lomanto 2014, 158-9. Lucilius' potentially torpid and mud-hindered flow (in the Callimachean allusion), which did not exercise-according to Horace-discretion in its choices. However, another part of Horace's claim, namely that Lucilius was garrulus ("talkative," Sat. 1.4.12), does not suggest torpidity; so, too, Cicero has provided in the same paragraph another version of Asianism:
Sententious and sprightly, it abounds in those turns of sentiment that are not so much distinguished by their weight and solidity (non tam grauibus et seueris) as by their neatness and elegance (quam concinnis et uenustis).
Again, lutulentus might seem to imply "weight and solidity" rather than an Asianist's vaunted stylishness; 32 but it is noteworthy that in Satire 1.10 a supporter of Lucilius who admires his blending of Greek and Latin is allowed to defend his idol before Horace using that same word, 35 For a list of surprisingly young senes see Cameron 1995, 175-81 . Lucilius' habit of declaiming stans pede in uno (meaning "with ease," but literally "on one leg," Sat. 1.4.10) has an air of unwieldy and undignified acrobatics (i.e., askoliasmos : Gowers 2012, 156) . 36 Douglas 1966, 231 , suggests that remanebat idem nec decebat idem, "the same [style] remained but was not fitting" (Brut. 327) is a parody of Hortensius' style; perhaps we might compare the unnecessary repetition of ut magnum . . . ut multum ("as a big deal . . . however much it was," Hor. Sat. 1.4.10, 13).
What is more, Asianism would not be flattering to Lucilius; in other words, Horace may be impugning him for not knowing how best to present himself. The style is a young man's business, as Cicero goes on to say about Hortensius (Brut. 325-6):
His oratorical style was the Asiatic, a manner condoned in youth, but less suited to age. . . . These styles of speaking (genera dicendi), as I said, are better suited to youth; in older men they lack weight (in senibus grauitatem non habent).
So, too, Cicero documents his own early training and travels in Asia ("the whole of Asia was traversed by me," Brut. 315) accompanied by the foremost orators of the region, after which the Rhodian teacher Molo had to correct "the redundancies and excess (supra fluentis) of my style, with its youthful impetuousness and lack of restraint, and to check it, as it were, from overflowing its banks" (Brut. 316). 34 The label of "Asianist" is one most suited to youth. Yet in Satires 2.1, Horace will note that Lucilius' works enshrine "the life of an old man" (uita senis, 2.1.34). Whether this is because Lucilius actually was writing in his old age (and what would that have been really?), 35 or because Lucilius' texts are old by Horace's day, Asianist style did not suit him. Again, there is a link with Hortensius: as Dugan well identifies (2005, 221-2), Cicero in the Brutus passage defining Asianism notes that Hortensius in old age let his standards slip, exercitationem studiumque dimiserat ("he had relaxed his practice and application," Brut. 327), while refusing to give up his ill-fitting young man's style. Hortensius' laxity and refusal to keep up his training may resemble Horace's infamous judgement of Lucilius' laziness (piger, Sat.
1.4.12).
36 Indeed, Lucilius' tendency, in Horace's critique, to be (literally) rooted to the spot when declaiming one minute (stans pede in uno, 1.4.7), and then running to his books to confide his secrets the next (decurrens, 37 Cf. Freudenburg 1993, 158-9 for the ways Cicero relates theories concerning word arrangement, relevant to Horace's durus componere uersus (Sat. 1.4.8) judgement, to the river metaphor; the argument there foreshadows that here in some respects. See also Jones 2005, 51-4, on rhetoric as a river in Quintilian and others. 38 Cf. Cic. Orat. 230: Asiaticos maxume numero seruientis, "particularly the 'Asiatics' who are slaves to rhythm." 39 Cavarzere 2000 , 87-8, although Courtney 1999 , is more circumspect. Sciarrino 2007, 60-4, goes beyond the Ciceronian perspective.
40 Discussion in Oberhelman and Armstrong 1995; cf. Chahoud 2011, 368-9. 41 If such weakness is a marker of effeminacy, then it resonates with the personification of Eloquence, comprehensively treated by Stroup (2010, 256-64) , in the Brutus as a vulnerable female who wandered, as Cicero had, around Asia (Brut. 51); "she ended up smearing herself with foreign practices (se externis oblineret moribus)"-cf. Horace's own emphasis on smearing (illinere, Sat. 1.4.36, 1.5.30-1).
2.1.32), can be compared with Hortensius' "two seemingly contradictory pathologies, change and stasis" (Dugan 2005, 221) .
It is, of course, true that river imagery, even in oratory alone, can have many different significations, including word arrangement. 37 In this vein Cicero recounts that Aristotle and Theophrastus recommend that the orator pay attention to prose rhythm (Orat. 228):
Hence this must be used, call it composition, or finish or rhythm as you will-this must be used if you wish to speak elegantly, not only, as Aristotle and Theophrastus say, that the sentence may not drift along never-endingly like a river (ne infiniter feratur ut flumen oratio) . . . but for the reason that the periodic sentence is much more forceful than the loose.
In fact, Asianists supposedly paid too much attention to meter:
38 it is possible, for instance, to apply the designation "proto-Asianist" to Gaius Gracchus, because of his careful artistry where clausulae were concerned.
39
This makes an application of the term to Lucilius especially ironic, as Horace in an infamous passage, already alluded to in this argument, has twisted himself into contortions to argue that sermones-such as he wrote, and Lucilius wrote-are prose, or conversation (sermo), not poetry (1.4.39-62). 40 As part of this cheeky claim, Horace goes so far as to aver that in this kind of poetry "there is no strong spirit or force either in the words or subject matter" (acer spiritus ac uis / nec uerbis nec rebus inest, 1.4.46-7).
41 Lucilius, then, seems to lack strength, and part of this may be to do with his concern with meter, whereby he followed the Old Comedians "with only their feet and meters changed" (mutatis tantum pedibus numerisque, 1.4.7), and "was content simply to enclose something 42 There is the possibility of a pun relevant to the argument in senis, which could also mean "of an old man," despite the different metrical quantities of senex and senus: Gowers 2012, 330. 43 And therefore unlike Vergil (molle atque facetum, 1.10.44): see Freudenburg 2001, 35, and Zetzel 2002, 45-8 , who notes the undercutting note of effeminacy at 46. 44 Dugan 2005, 231 , with 122, and 220 n.146; Hortensius is accused of gesturing like a pantomime actress (Gell. 1.5.3 = ORF 39): see, e.g., Corbeill 2004, 152, and Garcea and Lomanto 2014, 147-8 . Hortensius had the forum as his "theater" (Brut. 6); Horace disparagingly links Lucilius' poems to Laberius' mimes (Sat. 1.10.5-6). 45 43 it is unclear how much of a bad thing that is. It does still imply that Lucilius possessed a measure of mollitia, a trait apparently embraced by Hortensius, whose shtick "was famous for its transgressive theatricality."
44
But if we look at Cicero's presentation of the decline of Hortensius, we notice an interesting reflection of the river symbol in the description of his late development of weakness (Brut. 320):
Let me point out briefly what in Hortensius I venture to think was open to criticism or censure. After his consulship, seeing, I fancy, that no one else of consular rank was his rival, and making no account of those who had not held that office, he relaxed that ardor which had burned in him from his youth. He made up his mind, now that he had attained affluence (abundantia uoluit beatius), to get more enjoyment out of life, as he professed, or at all events to take life more easily. One year, a second, and even a third, lived in this fashion, took away something (like the slow fading of the colours in an old picture), not so much as an ordinary observer, but only a trained and intelligent critic (existimator doctus et intellegens), would perceive. But as this process went on, affecting his eloquence as a whole, and especially arresting the swift and smooth flow of his language (tum maxime in celeritate et continuatione uerborum adhaerescens), his decline from his former self began to be apparent daily.
Hortensius' decline makes his speech torpid and sticky (adhaerescens), just like a muddy river, now lacking his former fluidity-at least in the eyes of the cognoscenti (such as Cicero-or Horace knowledgeably criticizing Lucilius). 45 The change comes when Hortensius decides to "live a little" like a painted votive tablet" (2.1.34, trans. Anderson 1982, 31) : cf. Freudenburg 2010, 274-5, 278 . Hortensius' decline is troped as involving clothing: his speech was "now no longer dressed up (uestitu . . . ornata) with the same richness of language as formerly" (Brut. 327); cf. perhaps Hor. Sat. 2.1.64, where Lucilius is described as "tearing off the hide" (detrahere . . . pellem) of his targets. 46 The river Aufidus could also be associated with foreignness, as it was also known as the river Canna (cf. Thomas 2012, 252, on Hor. C. 4.14.25-30), and thus the site of Roman defeat at the hands of their enemy Hannibal. Liv. 22.44 has the Carthaginians creating internal Roman dissension between the two riverbank camps over obtaining drinking water; Hannibal would line up his forces near the river, hindering the Romans' movement and countering their numerical advantage (Daly 2002, 32-7, cf. Liv. 22.47) ; the battle's result was that the river ran with blood, a stream of it crossed by Hannibal on a bridge of bodies (see, e.g., Flor. 2.6.18, Val. Max. 9.2 ext. 2): shades of the Euphrates? Cf. Marcius' first prophetic song at Liv. 25.12: "Flee the river of Canna, Trojan-born, lest the foreigner force you to join battle in the plain of Diomedes." 47 Freudenburg 1993, 190 : "greed has taken on a distinctly poetic color." For Hortensius as rhetorically copiosus, see Brut. 303, with Garcea and Lomanto 2014, 147. and enjoy his wealth, and not only did we identify Lucilius as a wealthy landowner too, but the identification feeds into the one river image in Horace Satires 1 before the lutulentus flow of 1.4 (1.1.56-60):
eo fit plenior ut si quos delectet copia iusto, cum ripa simul auulsos ferat Aufidus acer. at qui tantuli eget quanto est opus, is neque limo turbatam haurit aquam neque uitam amittit in undis.
This results in those who delight in a more than reasonable supply being torn off together with the bank and carried away by the keen Aufidus. But the man who asks only for the little he needs neither draws water that is swirling with mud nor loses his life in the waves.
This river, local to Horace's birthplace, typically features in his selfmythologizing, as in the triumphal climax to the first collection of Odes, 3.30 (dicar, qua uiolens obstrepit Aufidus: "I shall be spoken of, where the violent Aufidus roars," 3.30.10). 46 Thus, this application of the metaphor can be read retroactively as a criticism of both Hortensius and Lucilius, despite the former never being named in Satires 1, and the latter unmentioned until 1.4. Such men, each of whom is literally plenior copia iusto, are overwhelmed by the swift torrent of Horatian satire. 47 The river can therefore be deployed to denote not just the style and quirks of the target, but also the argument which sweeps them away. 48 That said, all the protagonists of Sat. 1.7 are tarred with the same brush: Rex is a durus / uindemiator ("a tough vine-dresser," Sat. 1.7.29-30), and Brutus' name suggests ferocity (Henderson 1994, 162 There is another Horatian satire that is relevant to my claims about Hortensius and Lucilius, and that is Satires 1.7, which depicts a scenario actually located in Asia. The poem is an anecdote which stems from the local circuit courts in the wealthy province (ditem Asiam, Sat. 1.7.19). The poem's plaintiff, who fights a lawsuit against Rupilius Rex, is named Persius. "Swollen-up" (tumidus, 1.7.7), his speech rushing "like a winter torrent" (flumen ut hibernum, 1.7.26), he is made to copy the older satirist's style, not just as a "raging torrent" but also as a "rough man" (durus, 1.7.6)-similar to Lucilius who was "rough in composing his verses" (1.4.8)-and given to "bitter talk" (adeo sermonis amari, 1.7.7) like the sermones that Horace and, before him, Lucilius wrote. 48 Horace could even be insinuating that his rich Persius (1.7.4) could actually be Lucilius himself:
49 he is a Graecus who gets Italo perfusus aceto ("drenched with Italian vinegar," 1.7.32), a description that could resonate with Lucilius' reputation, in Horace's eyes as well as those of his defenders, as a combiner of Greek with Latin words (1.10.20-1). 50 Although Persius is Greek, he is in Asia and boasts a grubby Asian mentality, with his sycophantic fawning on Brutus as the "Sun of Asia" (1.7.23) emphasised by the in-line repetition of laudat ("he praises," 1.7.22). Likewise, the term lutulentus could be used rhetorically to imply moral pollution. 51 And one ethical flaw in Asian values is kingship, the spectre of that "traditional scapegoat of the Republic" (Gowers 2002, 149) raised by the opening of Satires 1.7, proscripti regis ("of a proscribed king," 1.7.1) and the subject of that poem's final joke, that the judge should "kill" (iugulas, 1.7.34) this "king"-whose last name is rex, "King."
How can all this apply to Hortensius? Satire 1.7 is itself, in the words of Freudenburg (1993, 208) , "a battle between modes of rhetoric, the extremes of Atticism and Asianism exemplified in the practices of Rex, a rugged, purebred Italian, and Persius, a half-breed whose dubious birth makes itself felt in his oratory. The entire scene is played out before Brutus, Rome's principal advocate of Atticist oratory and the addressee of Cicero's Brutus and Orator." That the judge is Brutus not only gives point to the awful pun at the end about regicide (as he had done the same for Julius Caesar), but also replays the scenario of Cicero's eponymous dialogue, where Brutus, together with Cicero and Atticus, pores over Hortensius' career as part of their examination of the literary history of rhetoric.
52 So, the Asianist Persius is somewhat akin to both Lucilius and Hortensius. Of course, a complicating factor for these constructions is that Asianism was not really a strict category, but just a general tendency of two centuries of Hellenistic oratory. As a result, it is not out of the question that-just as Persius, the Asianist "raging torrent," is admitted to have spoken "in smart and fluent fashion" (salso multoque fluenti, 1.7.27), despite being durus (1.7.4)-Lucilius need not be thought of as entirely muddy and sluggish after all; a poet who "rubbed down the city with a good deal of salt/wit" (sale multo / urbem defricuit, Sat. 1.10.3-4) could indeed have done so in Asianist fashion.
Again, let me stress that this line of argument is somewhat unexpected, as Horace criticizes Lucilius' lack of refinement and elegance, traits that might be thought to be Asianist. Indeed, Lucilius was, in the judgement of Varro (as preserved by Aulus Gellius) on representatives of the genera dicendi, an exponent of the Lysias-like "plain style" (Gell. Noct. Att. 6.14.6): The "plain style" can be mapped on to Atticism, and sal is particularly associated with that style, as in Cicero's Orator 89-90, where "whatever is witty (salsum) and wholesome (salubre) in speech is peculiar to the Attic orators," as are "jokes made on the spot (ex tempore ficta), rather than brought from home" (which would be "stale," frigida): that extempore 53 "Swollen Alpine man," identified by ps.-Acro, although see Kruschwitz 2010, 290- 55 In Sat. 2.5 Furius "swollen with rich tripe" (pingui tentus omaso) returns as an obstacle for the poet, with another mention of the Alps (40-1), shortly before reference is made to how "more tuna will swim up and the fishponds will grow" (2.5.44).
fluency could be compared to Lucilius' dictation of two hundred lines with ease (Hor. Sat. 1.4.9-10). While Atticists despised insulsitas, "bombast," according to Cicero at Brutus 284 (Batstone 1998, 132) , so perhaps Lucilius' extreme turgidity could still be Asianist, and many of the terms of the discussion can be applied to Atticists as well-for instance, Atticists could be "loose and broken" (diffluens ac solutum, Or. 234) and their speech "tossed off," abiectum (Freudenburg 1993, 151- 3)-we are still presented with a difficulty. Now, Calvus and Catullus, the former a famous Atticist (and perhaps inventor of the style in Latin at Rome), were Neoteric poets whom Horace treats with the same scorn he shows Lucilius (Gowers 2012, 306) , even if Horace is at pains to separate their slavish copier (simius iste, "that ape," 1.10.18) from Lucilius since the ape is unaware of Old Comedy (which Lucilius apparently followed closely in 1.4). We might compare another Neoteric poet, Furius Bibaculus, the turgidus Alpinus, 53 who both is involved with a muddy river (diffingit Rheni luteum caput, "he splits the muddy head of the Rhine," 1.10.37) and "butchers Memnon" (iugulat dum Memnona, 1.10.36) 54 -a literary joke, but using the same verb which Persius had employed to encourage Brutus to kill Rupilius Rex. 55 In a sense, then, the river metaphor is a catch-all for criticism: Lucilius and Hortensius, but also their opposites, can be rejected as "old hat." Yet is there another reason why Atticists like Calvus and his Neoteric poet brethren can be associated with Hortensius, their oratorical opposite?
READING ASIAN LETTERS: LUCILIUS AND HORTENSIUS
The surname Hortalus is rare in Latin texts. Famously, however, it is deployed by Catullus at the start of his elegiacs, in the covering letter for his translation of Callimachus' Coma Berenices, with Ortale in the 56 See, e.g., Tatum 1997, 489-90 , but also contra Stroup 2010, 279-80; cf. Courtney 1993 , 230-2, Skinner 2003 , 20 with 196 n.44, and Hollis 2007 Hortensius as a composer of erotic verse. Varro (wrongly) reports that Hortensius was the first to use ceruix in the singular (L.L. 8.14, 10.78, followed by Quint. Inst. 8.3.35); perhaps Horace acknowledges Varro's judgement with ardua ceruix ("how long the neck") at line-end, Sat. 1.2.89. For Catull. 65-118 as a poetry book framed by a reversal of Callimachus' Aetia, see Barchiesi 2005, 333-6 , who notes, attractively for my position on Hortensius, that "the idea of beginning a Roman book of elegiacs with the sequence 65-7 can only be described as a satiric transformation" (336).
57 Du Quesnay 2012, 160, followed by the attractive suggestion that Hortensius was deeply involved in negotiations to reinstate Ptolemy XII to the throne in Egypt (161). If Hortensius in Catull. 95 is the orator, and the "five hundred thousand in one" (95.3) refers to his ease of composition (see, e.g., Feldherr 2011, 102) , that line (sadly lacking the associated pentameter) could be a prefiguration of Lucilius' "two hundred verses" delivered with ease (Hor. Sat. 1.4.9, 1.10.60-1); while Courtney 1993, 231, and Hollis 2007, 156 , both support emending Hortensius out of the poem, I am inclined to refrain from tampering with this manuscript reading. 58 For markers of doubt, see Woodman 2012, 132-3 , on the very first word of the poem, the un-poetic etsi ("even if").
vocative at 65.2, and then later repeated: Ortale, mitto / haec expressa tibi carmina Battiadae ("Hortalus, I am sending you these translations of Callimachus' poems, . This is conventionally interpreted as a dedication of the translation, Catullus 66, at least (and maybe the whole book) to Hortalus; it is also usually assumed that Hortalus is Hortensius Hortalus.
56 Should that be the case, then here is a bona fide connection between the Asianist orator and a Neoteric poet, and indeed a link to Asia itself, especially so if the favor being returned through the poetry is Catullus' place on Memmius' entourage in Bithynia. 57 Moreover, Catullus' poem excuses the tardiness of his verses (because of the recent death of his brother near Troy) by using a double version of a river, or at least a fluid, image (65.4-6):
tantis fluctuat ipsa malisnamque mei nuper Lethaeo in gurgite fratris pallidulum manans alluit unda pedem [My mind] was tossed with such great evils-for recently the wave on the whirlpool of Lethe lapped at the pale foot of my brother I am not arguing that Catullus is referring to rhetorical theory specifically, though this poem's very status as poetry (given Catullus' claimed inability to versify) is a pertinent issue. 58 But there are many facets to the water imagery in Horace's Satires 1, and perhaps one of them is the 59 The image focuses on forgetfulness (cf. Lowrie 2009, 41) , and is "small, almost unspeakably pathetic" (Stevens 2013 , 171)-though Woodman 2012 , notes the oddity of fluctuat, "suited to describing someone crossing a turbulent river by boat." 60 See Morgan 1992 for the corruptions in this passage, which I have cited as in .
61 Persius is also comparable to the grammarians of Sat. 1.10 as well as Valerius Cato from its spurious opening lines. There may be another Callimachean reference lurking: in Callimachus' "Reply to the Telchines," the poet desires that those rebarbative critics "not judge learned poetry with the Persian rope" (μὴ σχοίνωι Περσίδι τὴ[ν] σοφίην, fr. 1.18 Pfeiffer). In Lucilius, the "Persian" (Persicus minus a "c") actually is σοφός; cf. Henderson 1994 , 155. Andrews 1998 has, among others, noted the satirical character of the Aetia Prologue.
62 There are two mentions of a Hortensius in Lucilius' extant corpus: a Hortensius, in Lucilius Book 2, is a lackey of Q. Mucius Scaevola who apparently exhumed a man buried alive in Asia (73-4 Warmington = 60-1 Marx, cf. Goh 2018b, 45) , and another line, involving the palaestra ("wrestling-school") as good for the buttocks (1180 Warmington = 1267 Marx); Cichorius 1908, 339-40 , argues that the latter addressee was the orator presence of water when the dead-be it Lucilius or Catullus' brotherare called to mind. 59 Moreover, it may be telling that the word expressa (65.16), referring to the translations (the fact that they are of Callimachus is another reason we might think of a link to the lutulentus river) that Catullus has prepared, is used again (and only once in the Satires) by Horace to refer to the abuse to which Persius is subjected by Rupilius in Satires 1.7, expressa . . . conuicia ("squeezed-out taunts," 1.7.28). And to continue the theme of things written and sent, Horace in that poem may be rewriting not just Catullus but also Lucilius. For Cicero had Crassus continue his praise of Lucilius as perurbanus (quoted above) with further information about his desired readership (De Orat. 2.25):
About this he also wrote, "I do not care for Persius to read me," for this man was-as we knew-just about the most learned of all our compatriots, and "I want Laelius Decimus" (who we understand was a good and not unlettered man, but nothing compared to Persius). But that I might go to Asia and become a tax-collector, that I might be a tax-farmer instead of being Lucilius? I do not want that and I do not exchange everything for that one thing.
Pliny the Elder offers a different version of this restriction, in which
Now, this fragment, we know from Nonius, appeared in Book 26, the poet's first chronologically, and the prominent mention of the author's name has no precedent in extant literature, 63 so it has a chance of being programmatic, 64 and as such may have been fairly familiar to those who knew their Lucilius. Therefore, we must try to parse the poet's refusal. This fragment may enshrine an individualistic response to the Lex Sempronia frumentaria of Gaius Gracchus from 123 b.c.e., the first to govern Asian tax-collection directly from Rome, assigning it to equites and thus making them a political force. 65 This refusal shows the rejection of travel, wealth and exchange. But the poet is also espousing a turn away from political acts and the coalface of the Gracchan agricultural reform.
A rejection of politics is an Epicurean trait that is part of ataraxia, a concept that is a prominent motivation for Horace in Satires 1, to the extent that he makes Lucilius something of a Stoic. 66 If Lucilius, an eques, 1.2.134) and Damasippus (Sat. 2.3). Lucilius, when Horace calls him longwinded, is discredited as a Stoic for lacking style as well as sense. See Goh 2018b, 47-8, for Lucilius' supposed "plain style" as Stoic oratory. Hortensius was well known for disdaining philosophy: Garcea and Lomanto 2014, 149-50. 67 Cf. Brut. 326: "all the younger generation was filled with admiration, and the people were carried away by it (mouebatur)" (as by a river?). Yet it is noteworthy that Cicero does align himself with Hortensius as being minime uolgare ("far from commonplace:" Hortensius disclaimed responsibility for the power grab by his class, then we may have to question his place in society, and in particular whether he pre-empted Horace in disdaining politics despite being friends with the élite. On the issue of popularity, though, we may compare the fluctuating reception of Hortensius. Cicero notes that there was a period when "Hortensius had all but vanished from the forum" (Brut. 323), but before that decline when he was usurped in oratorical standing by Cicero, he had "played a leading role" (Brut. 317):
And with good reason too, since a great throng of people and the din of the forum (concursus hominum forique strepitus) call for an orator of animation, of fire and action and full voice.
Hortensius' popularity in the first half of his career makes him antithetical to Horace, who does not want to be read by a crowd . 67 Yet Cicero had been keen to downplay popular opinions regarding his rivalry with Hortensius (Brut. 2), while Horace makes much of writing in the same genre as Lucilius had (Sat. 1.4.55-6). Hortensius' reticence and decline in later life were no splendid isolation: his re-emergence led to collaboration with Cicero, constrained by a law that limited speaking time for defence attorneys and thus required "novelty of treatment" (Brut. 324, with Garcea and Lomanto 2014, 154-5) -perhaps an anticipation of curtailed Horatian satire. So too, Cicero (Brut. 6) and Horace (Sat. 1.10.68-71) both imagined, in slightly different ways, what Hortensius and Lucilius respectively would do if put into the present day, and the Satires 1.10 passage makes Lucilius into an anxious Horatian figure.
The Gracchan creation of an equestrian power base, of which the Lex Sempronia frumentaria was a part, led to the tumult of the Civil Wars (Varro, De Vita Populi Romani, fr. 114 Riposati): He encouraged them to hope that they would pay no more than they wanted [C. Gracchus' lex frumentaria]; he unfairly handed the jury-courts over to the equestrian order and made the citizen body two-headed-the origin of the civil discords (discordiarum ciuilium fontem). 74 Whatever it is: Gowers 2012, 308, 338, cf. OLD s.v . subscribo 4 "(of the censors) To enter (an alleged offence) under the name of a person on the roll." This intersects with the censor's "black mark" at Hor. Sat. 1.4.5, for which see Freudenburg 2018, 143-8. 75 Another relevant line of Lucilius calls "togas and tunics all the dirty work of the Lydians" (praetextae ac tunicae: Lydorum opus sordidum omne, 12 Warmington = 12 Marx). Here, Roman garments end up eastern, and while "Lucilius trains his fire on Hellenic affectations, rather than on Hellenism" (Gruen 1992, 307) , Horace can hint at the putative foreignness of his predecessor if we accept that Roman things like satire can have a foreign origin. The emphasis on the clothing having been soiled may link it with Horace's muddy slur of lutulentus.
76 Preserved by Nonius; see Garbugino 1985 , 161-2, on the two theories adopted to explain the re-of rescribere, of which I find (like him) the epistolary theory more likely. 77 Varro L.L. 7.20, etymologically explaining ambages. Cf. Hass 2007, 209 n.173 : the interpretation advanced there (that Lucilius refuses to write to commission) could be linked to Horace's charge of Lucilius' "laziness" (piger, Sat. 1.4.12). 78 Cf. Brut. 321, where Cicero stresses his own frequent use of the pen as an aid to self-improvement, with Dugan 2005, 229-30. make his poetic production part of his job-or rather, the job he did not take. The script-of the word scripturarius at least hints that everything in the world of satire returns to literary concerns. In this sense Horace is a failed Lucilius: he had to take and indeed keep the scriba job in order to get by. Yet not only are there no letters in Horace's Satires 1-Vergil and Varius, when recommending Horace to Maecenas, merely dixere quid essem, "said what I was" (1.6.55)-Horace, in the end, isn't even doing the writing himself: haec subscribe libello ("append this to my little book," 1.10.92), he orders his subordinate, with the imperative of a compound of scribere implying that the slave or pupil puer must do the dirty work. 74 Horace, far from telling the truth about Lucilius, creatively misuses him for his own ends by tweaking Lucilius' own preoccupations. 75 That is why we can wonder whether Lucilius' work was not as rough and ready as Horace makes it out to be. Two Lucilian fragments at least propose a different ethos, of simplicity and brevity: the promise that "nevertheless I shall attempt to write a summary reply in a few words" (summatim tamen experiar rescribere paucis, 1063 Warmington = 1027 Marx), 76 and the question "why should I try to write you roundabout ramblings?" (quid tibi ego ambages ambi<t>u<s> scribere coner?, 1192 Warmington = 1281 . 77 These lines, despite their speaker being unknown, suggest the possibility that speaking to the point was a feature canvassed in Lucilius' own work. Or rather, writing to the point: for both fragments involve the physical act of putting words down in writing. But then, it is significant that Cicero (Orat. 132) says that "Hortensius spoke better than he wrote" (dicebat melius quam scripsit, Hortensius Combining Schlegel 2005, 118 , who comments nicely that rapit ("snatched," 1.9.77) translates ἐξήρπαξεν more closely than seruauit, and Henderson 1998, 171, on the invocation of both Homer and Lucilius serving as "poetic protection," exemplifies the double vision here; see Schlegel 2010, 259 , on the homogenisation of the Greek original, so as not 244), "it seems that the charm of this speaking was not well represented by written texts."
Hortensius is weakened on paper, and indeed even more than that: for it was after the trial of Verres when Cicero usurped his position as leader of the Roman bar. On that occasion, as Cicero claims in Orator (again a work dedicated to Brutus), that nobis pro familiari reo summus orator non respondit Hortensius ("Hortensius, a consummate orator, made no reply in defence of his friend whom I brought to trial," Orat. 129).
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Likewise, Lucilius does not seem to speak outright in Horace Satires 1, where he is never given any direct speech, or even quoted directly (as far as we know). 80 In a similar vein, Cicero claims that Brutus should "note how closely my career followed (simus . . . persecuti) the very footprints of Hortensius" (Brut. 307) . 81 This admission of following is what Horace says he did for Lucilius (sequor hunc, Sat. 2.1.34), which is itself grounds for considering the Pest of Satires 1.9, who first follows (1.9.6, 1.9.19) then is followed by Horace (1.9.42-3) as a version of Lucilius (FerrissHill 2011, 439-40, 449 ). Yet as Cicero has Brutus observe, Hortensius never had the last word in a case shared with Cicero, leaving it to his colleague (Brut. 190):
When he was associated in cases with you (I know because I was often present in your conferences) the concluding speech, where there was the greatest opportunity for effect, he always left to you.
Horace could be said to deny Lucilius the last word in the one place where he seems to replicate exactly Lucilius' phraseology: the close of the same satire, 1.9, where Lucilius' quotation of a Homeric tag (<nil> ut discrepet ac τὸν δ' ἐξήρπαξεν Ἀπόλλων / fiat, "so that it may be all the same and become a case of 'and Apollo snatched him away, utilizing Hom. Il. 20.443 Greed, wealth, and luxury link Horace's Lucilius and Cicero's Hortensius in Horace's Satires 1, via iterations of the river image in 1.4, 1.10, and 1.1, 1.6 with its landed gentry idea, 1.2 through its fleeting appearance of a peacock and hint of scandal, and particularly 1.7 with its protagonist Persius. So, too, in that last poem Brutus sits in judgment on the Asian law court just as he had been an interlocutor in Cicero's Brutus and Orator, picking over Hortensius' career as an Asianist orator and, especially, his decline which makes him stylistically lutulentus, "muddy," like Lucilius, and which is exacerbated by his speaking style. Varro's assessment of Lucilius as a practitioner of the "plain style," and thus an Atticist, is in turn complicated by Hortensius' association with Catullus in Asia; Lucilius' own words regarding Asia are turned against him in Horace's critique. And Hortensius' weaknesses in Cicero's estimation (including effeminacy, unsuitability for being read, silence in the Verres case, yielding of the last word) map on to Lucilian ones, as Horace reduces Lucilius to the status of a cipher and has his own way with his predecessor's reputation.
to mix Latin and Greek as Lucilius is accused of doing in Sat. 1.10. Miller 2009, 44 , lists other Homeric versions of the phrase; Thomas 2009, 332-3, adds Brutus again (alongside Vergil) to the allusive texture.
83 Cf. Att. 3.8.4, 3.9.2, QFr 1.3.5-8, with Dyck 2008, 159-61;  there are later fallings out and reconciliations of the two, which end with Cicero's expression of pathos (excrucior, "I am tormented") on hearing of Hortensius' last illness (Att. 6.6.2).
84 On Maecenas' Etruscan background, see Chillet 2016, 21-167 ; for his Catullusinfluenced poetry, Courtney 1993 , 276-81, and Hollis 2007 , 314-25. Gowers 2012 , is right to note that "Etrusci carefully rules out identification with the proscribed assassin of Caesar;" Cassius the assassin does not appear in the Brutus, but when Horace Satires 1 was published the name Cassius would have been most associated with Brutus. Cassius the Etruscan, otherwise unknown, but recently dead, may fleetingly resemble Hortensius, recently dead in the Brutus, as well. Freudenburg 2018, 147 , points out that in Satires 1 the This argument highlights the slippery nature of literary criticism, focused as it always has been on arbitrary cultural categorisation, evocation of personality, and questions of definition, just as much as on defamation. It might be objected that too much of the original context of our texts has been lost to be of service-not just Lucilius but Cicero's Hortensius as well, for instance. And I appreciate that it may stretch the bounds of credulity for some to accept that Horace has in mind both works of Cicero to which he never overtly refers and specific lines of Lucilius which have additionally survived in the partial and skewed remains we have today, even if the particular claims I have made concern statements which were likely to be programmatic by the older satirist. Nonetheless, I hope we can tentatively agree that the political dimensions in the penumbra of Horace's Satires are akin to those surrounding the eulogy of Hortensius in the Brutus, for despite the repeated claims of friendly rivalry with Hortensius, Cicero had been, as his private letters reveal, skeptical of Hortensius' attitude toward his exile, charging him with betrayal. 83 We might relate that turbulent relationship, somewhat sanitized for the Brutus, to Horace's ambivalence toward Lucilius, let alone regarding another major influence in the poet's sphere: the dedicatee of Satires 1 (and third word of the book), Maecenas. One wonders whether the one river in Satires 1 not yet mentioned in this article, Etrusci / quale fuit Cassi rapido ferventius amni / ingenium ("just like Cassius the Etruscan whose inspiration was more fevered than a raging torrent," 1.10.61-3), compared to Lucilius' two hundred lines before and after dinner, is a jokingly substituted stand-in for the poet's shadowy patron who is also Etruscan, a dabbler in verse, and-like Hortensiusinordinately wealthy.
84
Believe that or not, the broad picture ought to stand: acknowledging the hints of an old rivalry (Cicero ~ Hortensius) being configured into a new one (Horace ~ Lucilius) in Satires 1 has opened up new avenues of interpretation. It is hoped that such suggestions and speculations as
